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A belly cast can be used as a decorative item in the

baby’s room.

How about a decorative centre piece
made from a mom-to-be’s belly
cast?

 Cassandra Chin

February 25, 2013

From decorative centre pieces on

dining room tables to

conversation starters in a

guestroom, belly casts are

becoming popular among

expectant moms who want to

remember their pregnancy in a

creative way.

A belly cast is a three-dimensional

plaster sculpture, said Hamilton’s

Karen Hewko.

“It’s a way to have that memory of

pregnancy, whether it’s for the

baby’s room or for the mother,”

she explained. “It’s celebrating

the transition into motherhood

and the process one goes through to become a mom.”

Hewko started off painting designs on her friends and always made jokes about started

her own business. She discovered belly casting online and went about contacting several

stores in Ottawa and Cambridge to find out more on the process of creating a cast.

In 2010, she made the resolution to start up her business in belly casting and ended up

opening Love Bump Baby, which now operates from Barefoot Babies on Ottawa Street.

“Business has been going well,” she said.
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Karen Hewko owns Love Bump Baby.

The casts are done with non-toxic and safe plaster

stripes applied directly to the stomach. Lotion is

rubbed onto the stomach to prevent the cast from

sticking after the process has been completed and

allows for easy removal.

Expectant mothers can choose to just have the

belly covered or add the breasts, Hewko added.

Once the mold is created, it takes 28 to 48 hours to

dry, though Hewko sometimes leaves it longer to

set. The mold is reinforced, sanded and sealed,

before it is decorated.

Belly bowl casts start at $100.

Clients are able to request various designs, from

personalized designs to match the baby’s room or

more open concepts for use around the house, or as a feature piece.

“The ideal time would be two to four weeks before the due date for optimal results,” she

said. “When I first started and did one myself, I was five months along with my second

child. I would have loved to have a bowl to remember my pregnancies.”

It is possible to purchase a kit in a store but it’s difficult to apply and the results don’t

always turn out well, Hewko said.

“Many people love the idea while others aren’t too keen on remembering their shape,”

she said. “Some people don’t know what to do with a full cast, which is where the bowl

options come in. They’re quite popular because they’re easier to do something with –

some people will decorate it for the baby’s room, but others will use it to put items in it.”

Along with casts of baby bottoms (starting at $60), Hewko is also starting to make casts for

breast cancer survivors and women who have had or will be undergoing mastectomies.

“It’s something that I’m looking to offer,” she said. “This will be in addition to a possible

art therapy session for women so they can decorate their own casts once it’s sealed.”
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